Anthony Farias
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
Cal State University,
Long Beach

Introduction:
Hello ALPFamilia! It is an honor to run as a candidate for Director of Operation in Spring 2020. I
transferred to California State University, Long Beach as an Management and Supply Chain major. This is my
first semester being with this ALPFA, which I had an amazing experiment with environment. For, a firstgeneration college student I was clueless with the origination and my major. Through this semester, ALPFA had
taught me information from networking within workshops and Speaking engagements that can help me for the
future professional world. ALPFA also allowed me to gain and learn experiment with mentor and improve my
commutation with others. In the end, I hope I can help and pass on the knowledge with incoming students and
have an opportunity to be the Director of Operation for Spring 2020.

Qualifications:
I been working as a part time with the Music Center for four years in the city of Los Angeles. I am a
supervisor, which I bring in teamwork, decision making, manage and observe our surrounding with workers or
clients. I been part of the Chair of Correspondence Newsletters and member of Events Committees for this
semester. I also was involved in my community college and was elected to be an officer of Graphic Designer
and Event Coordinator. Which, I Produce posters and banners to promote the club to attract students to get
involved, and Use graphing design website to update the logo, shirts and tickets for the banquet. I also have
experience with Setting up and planning fundraiser, meals, and group up.

Plans:
If elected Operations Director, I contribute to the best of my abilities in performing all my
responsibilities and supporting the other members. I will be involved to make members feel welcome and
motivate student to be involve with variety of professional and networking opportunities. I plan to keep
delicious food in the budget and keep a record of the expenses.

